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Swine ‘flu and the risk
of a pandemic

Ivano Barberini

Dr. Francisco Ivorra, 
re-elected President 
of Lavinia and ASISA

Djeema-el-Fnaa

Many people end up on the
street as a result of 
an undiagnosed health
problem
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Access to healthcare constitutes a fundamental right, but the social

health conditions before and after this access are also essential.

There is a direct relationship between poverty and health: people

living in poor conditions, or simply on the streets, who don't have

jobs or who are alone are more likely to suffer physical and mental

illnesses. 
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EDITORIAL

Since time immemorial, the sick -the blind, the lame, the “possessed”, those

who are too weak to work- and the poor have overlapped. According to an old

saying, health is fickle. The idea of a healthy society in which everyone has a right

to health is, from a historical point of view, very new and still very far from reality

today. This is why when | compartir | chose to devote its special report to the

link between poverty and health, it was simply choosing to revisit a deeply rooted

idea by us all: illness causes poverty, and poverty makes people lose their health.

One of the characteristics of the current crisis is a wide-spread awareness of

the reality of poverty in our society. “For the last twenty years, the language used to

talk of the poor has attempted to place them in the margins of society. We talk of the

'fourth world', the 'marginalised' and the 'excluded'. We talk of integrating the

marginalised and including the excluded; as though it were a small problem affecting

only one part of society, for which we had to offer solutions in order to solve it. One

of the reasons behind the current social unrest is that this vision has entered into a

crisis, precisely because the notion of exclusion has extended so widely. We see clearly

that the division between one group and another is highly permeable. One of the

effects of the economic crisis is that a large part of the population now lives in vulnerable

conditions. Broken family ties, loss of job, illnesses, accidents: It's all too easy to fall

across the border into poverty. Vulnerability, gaining effective awareness of the fact

that stability is fragile and there are many of us who might suddenly find ourselves

in the poor people's group... All of this makes the actual notion of exclusion crumble.”This

is the opinion of Anna Jolonch, author of the book Exclusió social, dels marges al cor

de la societat (Social exclusion, from the margins to the core of society), who wrote

the introduction to our special report.

Salvador Busquets, director of the Fundació Arrels, which is devoted to providing

shelter to homeless people, refers to the link between precarious street life and

illness as fact: “At our shelter, 68% of people we see to have normal health problems,

and 63% have mental problems.” Living in a humid flat causes bronchitis. Living

alone and never having access to a leisure area causes depression. Or, as the poster

included in our report says, being discharged from hospital is bad news … if you

live on the streets. Doctor Morató, who has worked for many years now in Barcelona's

Raval district, is aware of a reality that is invisible to the rest of citizens: “People

have no idea of what poverty in a city in the West is like.”

Readers are currently holding | compartir | 75th issue, published 18 years

after its creation. Our founder, Doctor Espriu, for whom the immense task of setting

up a health cooperative responded to the desire to offer the best healthcare to the

greatest number of people, would have been happy to see that we are celebrating

this special issue by reflecting on the links between poverty and health. The goal of

offering the best conditions for interaction between doctors and patients derives

from the vocation for medicine as Espriu understood it. The vocation for healing is

none other than a desire to reach out to the poor and unhealthy who need most help.
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to a greater or lesser degree to one side, in such a way

that it will be left turned in the opposite direction, so to

speak. People suffering from torticollis find it practi-

cally impossible to change this position, because the

muscle is contracted, and in any case, when they try to

move their head to adopt a normal position, it is so

painful they stop trying. 

There are several possible causes of the muscle con-

traction resposible for the condition, including an alter-

ation of the muscles, the ligaments, neck articulations

or spinal bones around the area; or a neurological prob-

lem, or even a psychological or psychiatric problem,

though this is the least common cause. The most com-

mon reason is an inflammation of the nerves that con-

trol the neck muscles or a swelling of these muscles

caused by different factors, ranging from the exposure

Torticollis

Torticollis is a condition characterised by a general-

ly painful tilting or forced inclination of the head and the

neck caused by a spasm of the area's muscles, which lim-

its its movements. The condition may be congenital, i.e.,

present from birth, but it is usually acquired, triggered

by different reasons at a given point in time. Although it

tends to be a temporary affliction, it can sometimes

become a long-term or permanent condition. 

Torticollis can be triggered by a wide variety of fac-

tors, although ultimately it is caused to an involuntary

and persistent contraction of one of the muscles that

controls neck movement. It is usually a result of a spasm

of the paired sternocleidomastoid muscle, located on

the side of the neck, and whose function is to enable us

to incline and turn our heads to the side. If this muscle

contracts abnormally, the head will be tilted or turned

| Dr. Adolf Cassan
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of the neck area to the cold or to wind, sleeping in a bad

position, or due to trauma or sudden movements. If it

is due to one of these reasons, the condition tends to

be temporary, and people recover their ability to move

normally after about five or six days. 

In order to relieve the discomfort, it is essential to

rest the area and avoid forcing any movements, as this

could worsen the muscular irritation or swelling. In this

case, it is advisable to use a soft pillow at night, so as

to avoid sleeping in awkward positions. It is also useful

to apply heat locally, which helps to relax contracted

muscles, as well as to take a bath in warm water for the

same reason. If the condition occurs in a cold season,

it is advisable to cover up one's neck when going out

into the street. Massages of the affected muscle are

also useful and these can be complemented with the

use of local analgesic cream. However, it is important

to be very careful with massages, given that if they are

too hard they may increase the muscular spasm. Oth-

er physiotherapy techniques and the application of ultra-

sound therapy can also be beneficial, as can be taking

pain killers and anti-inflammatory medication, and espe-

cially, muscle relaxants. 

However, sometimes the origins of torticollis are not

to be found in the cervical muscles or in the inflamma-

tion of the nerves that control them, but rather in an

articular or bone condition, i.e., an alteration in the cer-

vical spine area. In these cases, the muscle contraction

is simply a consequence of the osteoarticular problem,

such as for instance, arthrosis or a hernia causing the

mechanical irritation of the nerves that control the neck

muscles. In this case, the treatments indicated above for

relieving muscular spasms, though always beneficial, may

be insufficient. Sometimes muscular discomfort eases

after a few days but reappears after a while, and other

times the discomfort stays for a long or indefinite peri-

od. Naturally, should this occur, it is necessary to diag-

nose the cause and apply the necessary treatment with

exercises, massages, immobilising the area with a collar

brace, applying traction or other orthopaedic procedures. 

We should note that, sometimes, when the torticol-

lis is severe and persistent, it may be due to more seri-

ous issues and may be more complex to treat. This is

the case of congenital torticollis, present from birth as

a result of alterations in the neuromuscular or skeletal

development of the area, the treatment of which may

require more or less prolonged orthopaedic procedures

or even a surgical procedure. Also, if torticollis is the

result of infections of osteomuscular elements of the

area, bone tumours or compressions of the nerve roots

of the neck muscles, surgical procedures might also be

needed. Although it is not so common, one must never

underestimate recurrent or persistent torticollis: it is

advisable to have its origin diagnosed by carrying out

any relevant tests. 

There is a special kind of condition, known as spas-

modic torticollis, which is caused by a persistent con-

traction of the muscle produced as a result of little

known neurological factors, and which cannot be deter-

mined by studies, or as a consequence of a psychiatric

problem. In this case, the evolution of the condition is

unpredictable, as it can disappear after a few days or

appear intermittently, or continue indefinitely. If a back-

ground psychiatric problem is discovered, it will only be

possible to control the condition by treating the root

problem. In the rest of the cases, the only solution is to

adopt symptomatic measures aimed at alleviating the

spasmodic muscular contraction and to act in accor-

dance with the evolution of each case. 

To sum up, when facing a case of torticollis, there

is usually no cause for alarm, as it tends to be a tem-

porary affliction that will ease with simple measures

and will go away in a few days. But if the problem is very

severe and recurs frequently, it is necessary to study

the problem carefully and identify the cause. Often it

can be solved with a more or less simple treatment, thus

avoiding the severe discomfort it causes, but on other

occasions it is caused by a serious background problem

of which torticollis is simply one manifestation and

requires appropriate treatment in order to avoid more

severe complications.

Director: Francesc Torner Pifarré
Technical orthopaedic engineer 

• Wheelchairs: purchase and rental
• Manual and electric wheelchairs
• Walking aids (frames, sticks); purchase and rental
• Insoles
• Clinical beds: manual and electric

OPENING HOURS: 9.30 to 13.30 / 17.00 to 20.00
Home service. Open Saturday mornings

Córcega, 215 (Casanova – Muntaner) 08036 Barcelona 
Tel./Fax. 93 410 64 64  E-mail:www.aclin.es

Parking: Córcega, 213

THE HOUSE OF THE WHEELCHAIRS
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CLÍNICA LOS NARANJOS - CITRA 
Serving Huelva's healthcare system
since 1977

The ASISA clinic in Huelva was set up by an asso-

ciation of surgeons and traumatologists from Huelva,

hence its acronym in Spanish, CITRA PLC. 

Initially it comprised a mid-20th century villa with

14 rooms and limited healthcare equipment. 

In 1988 ASISA bought the facilities and immediately

started to refurbish, update, extend and modernise them,

equipping them with the latest diagnostic technological

equipment for the treatment and care of users. 

During the first phase of refurbishment, which finis-

hed in 1992, the building was extended to create 30

rooms, a lab, a new emergency service, and a new area

for reception and administrative services. 

At the start of this new century, a second phase was

started, aimed again at modernising the facilities and

bringing them in line with ASISA's quality and prestige,

refurbishing the reception and the entire emergency

area, as well as the second floor and its common areas. 

At the same time, a 1,100 square metre premises

located opposite the clinic was bought and here  the

following services were installed: a bone densitometer,

a clinical testing laboratory with the latest technology,

6 specialism surgeries, one 240 square metre rehabili-

| Dr. José Luis Mendoza 
Medical Director
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tation room and the ASISA office, with independent

entrance and facilities.

Therefore the clinic has the following equipment:

• Digitised radiology service with conventional radiology 

• Remote control 

• Doppler ultrasound 

• Spiral CAT scan

• 2 Operating rooms 

• 1 Labour room 

• Arthroscopy equipment with recording system 

• Laparoscopy

• PHACO 

• Portable incubator 

• Ophthalmology and otology microscopes 

• 24 rooms with bed for companion

The SINHUE IT system, which belongs to the ASISA

Healthcare Network of Clinics, is currently being imple-

mented, which will contribute to improving the centre's

healthcare system and operation.

STATISTICAL DATA FOR 2008

STAYS 4.614 

PROCEDURES 2.876 

EMERGENCIES 10.590 

AVERAGE STAY  2,40
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In late April this year the media aler-

ted the world of a new danger: swine

‘flu. News started spreading from one

end of the planet to the other, and

reports showed people covering their

faces with masks. This set off alarms

everywhere. After a few days of tal-

king of infections and deaths, the

words contagion, epidemic and pan-

demic started appearing. What was

happening? In Mexico several cases of

‘flu that had been caused by a new

virus were detected. Then, further

cases were detected in the USA and in

Europe. This is why we talk of a pan-

demic, i.e., an infection that could

affect the entire world. 

Swine ‘flu is a respiratory illness

suffered by pigs caused by the Type A

virus, which causes outbreaks of ‘flu

among these animals. These viruses

should not, in principle, infect humans,

but some people who had been in con-

tact with pigs fell ill. According to the

WHO (World Health Organisation), the

number of confirmed cases in several

countries across America, Asia, Aus-

tralasia and Europe as at May 29 this

year was 15,510. Given that this ‘flu

virus is new to people, humans have

not yet developed any kind of immu-

nity towards it, and this is why almost

everyone is at risk of being infected

should it be impossible to contain it. 

Some years ago, we already

experienced a similar situation with

avian ‘flu (the first cases were iden-

tified in 1997): infection was caused

by a virus that attacked birds, which

then started to infect humans and

had devastating effects on the Asian

population. The strain was much

more violent and left a great number

of dead in the Asian continent, with

a death rate of more than 50%. With

this in mind, it is only logical that

alarms were set off and that diffe-

rent countries and scientific organi-

sations did not hide their concern

when it came to swine ‘flu. 

Swine ’flu and the risk 
of a pandemic
| Dolors Borau

Swine ‘flu also has another name:

A(H1N1). The press and the press rele-

ases issued by health authorities sta-

te that these initials indicate that it is

a type A virus, with specific substan-

ces called hemagglutinin (H) and neu-

raminidase (N) that identify it.

Both in avian ‘flu and in swine ‘flu,

tests made it possible to identify the

viruses and thus we came to know that

although they affect people, they were

not originally human ‘flu viruses. In this

case, it was possible to detect that the

origin was pigs, and that in Mexico the-

re had been an outbreak that had

affected these animals. When it was

discovered that the origin of the infec-

tion was pigs, it was also discovered

that contagion from person to person

was also taking place, as occurs with

the so-called seasonal ‘flu we all have

to deal with in the winter. 

The transmission of the ‘flu virus

occurs via the respiratory track

through nasal and oral secretions.

When an infected person coughs or

sneezes, the virus spreads and anot-

her person may breathe the conta-

minated air or touch a contaminated

surface. This is why it spreads so

easily and why people are asked to

be careful: we must cover our mouths

with a tissue when we have to cough

or sneeze, and after doing so or blo-

wing our nose, we should always

wash our hands. Transmission does

not occur via the digestive system or

by eating pork meat or derived pro-

ducts. The symptoms of swine ‘flu are

THE SEASONAL ‘FLU VACCINE IS EFFECTIVE AGAINST
THE FOLLOWING STRAINS OF HUMAN ‘FLU: A(H3N2),

A(H1N1) AND A B VIRUS. HOWEVER, IT DOES NOT
PROTECT AGAINST SWINE ‘FLU. THIS IS WHY THE

WHO'S VACCINE RESEARCH CENTRE RECOMMENDS
THAT VACCINES BE MADE BOTH AGAINST SEASONAL

‘FLU AND AGAINST SWINE ‘FLU
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similar to those of seasonal ‘flu:

fever, general feeling of illness, lack

of energy, neck pain, headache, nasal

discharge (or runny nose) and, some-

times, vomiting and diarrhoea. The-

re are medications (Oseltamivir and

Zanamivir) for treating people infec-
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ted by the swine ‘flu virus, but

they must only be taken via pres-

cription because, like all medica-

tions, they have side effects.

The seasonal ‘flu vaccine is

effective against the following

strains of human ‘flu: A(H3N2),

A(H1N1) and a B virus. However,

it does not protect against swi-

ne ‘flu. This is why the WHO's

Vaccine Research Centre

recommends that vaccines be

made both against seasonal

‘flu and against swine ‘flu.

The challenge of the WHO is to ensu-

re that these vaccines reach all con-

tinents and, especially, developing

countries. 

Some have said that certain

Governments and scientists are being

somewhat alarmist, but the WHO has

requested that the level of alert is

kept up and that Governments pre-

pare for the situation possibly wor-

sening. If we compare this to other

known pandemics (the 1918 pande-

mic, which took the lives of millions

of people worldwide and the 1957 and

1968 pandemics, which were not that

violent) it is true that, currently, and

despite the differences between

countries, healthcare facilities have

greatly improved. Nevertheless, in all

three cases, the first outbreak was

relatively mild but it was followed by

another substantially more serious

outbreak. Although it is not advisa-

ble to exaggerate regarding the thre-

at of a possible pandemic, because it

could cause alarm and make people

needlessly anxious, we should also

avoid underestimating the serious-

ness of the information we have. It is

necessary to continue researching

and each of us must adopt the recom-

mended hygiene measures.
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We had gone to spend some days at a

friend's house in a housing develop-

ment right next to the beach. We had

finished our June exams, me and a

group of colleagues from the Faculty

wanted to celebrate the occasion

together. On the first day, we all slept

in and then went to buy food for the

week. That afternoon, our first dip in

the water was truly divine.

I have always been very fair-

skinned, so I was very careful to not

get burned. My friends were laugh-

ing at me because I'd spend a good

few minutes lathering my

skin with factor 30 sun

block. They said if I put

that much on, I wouldn't get rid of

my city student paleness. But I had

already been burnt a few times 

as a child, and the memory of burnt

skin  and the distress it caused held

more sway than their jokes.

We spent the next day on the

beach. The sky was clear, and the

strong midday sun shone down mer-

cilessly, the sea water was calm and

had a really pleasant coolness - time

just flew by. In the afternoon, after a

late lunch and a bit of fooling around,

we ended up taking a dip in the pool,

and in the afternoon, a few of my

friends were already looking

rather pink. Eduard had a terrible

night, and the following morn-

ing, he was so red it was

painful to look at him. 

The third day, those who

had evidently taken too much

sun stayed at home and did-

n't go to the beach. Eduard

was feeling ill and, after lunch,

I suggested to him that we go

to Accidents and Emergencies.

I didn't really have to insist. He

was shy and withdrawn, as

though he was embarrassed 

to have been burnt so badly,

because it had never happened

to him. He answered the emer-

gency doctor's questions slightly

remorsefully: 

– How many hours have you been

exposed to the sun? Did you put any

sun block on? Did you cover yourself

up after a certain length of time? From

what time to what time were you at

the beach? Did you have a parasol?

The doctor looked at us seriously.

He didn't say anything, but I am sure

he was thinking we were incredibly irre-

sponsible.

– Go to the chemist and get an after

sun moisturising cream, it will calm the

burning. The redness will gradually dis-

appear and you will probably peel. What

you need to remember is that our skin

can forgive the effects of prolonged sun

exposure, but it can never forget them.

Also, the damage caused to the skin is

cumulative. I will give you some leaflets

for you to read so you can follow their

advice.

As he was talking to us, in the

cubicle next to us was a kid who was

crying his heart out. The crying made

Eduard, who was irritable as it was,

very nervous. I overheard that the

poor kid had been stung by a jelly-

fish, and the people attending him

were saying the sting of these crea-

tures was especially painful. After a

while, the nurse came with the report

12 |12 |

| Dolors Borau 

Sunburn: 
Skin never forgets being burnt!
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sensitized, and if stung a second time,

they have a stronger reaction to them.

You shouldn't go in the sea if there are

jellyfish about and should you get stung

it is essential not to scratch or rub the

area, remove the remaining tentacles

with tweezers and clean the wound with

salty, never fresh, water. The treatment

consists of placing a plastic bag with ice

on the sting for 10 minutes and apply-

ing iodinated alcohol 4 times a day for

48-72 hours.

– See, Eduard, if it weren't for you,

we wouldn't have come here and learnt

so many things. The life of beach

tourists is full of dangers!

and the information leaflets. And she

gave us some advice that we should

never forget:

– You should limit your exposure

to the sun and always wear protection,

otherwise it may cause burning, pre-

mature aging of the skin and may

favour the appearance of cancer. 

You should avoid exposure to the 

sun when the rays are strongest

(between twelve midday and four in

the afternoon) and you should apply

an adequate sun block at home, on dry

skin, half an hour before going out, and

reapply it every 3 or 4 hours. 

The leaflets also said that the

harmful sunrays are the ultraviolet A

(UVA) and B (UVB) rays. UVA rays are

responsible for premature aging and

UVB rays are responsible for redness

and burns. Both have cancerous

effects. To protect oneself from sun

rays in the snow or on the beach it is

necessary to apply cream even on

cloudy days, wear sunglasses and a

hat. You should always read the pack-

aging carefully and only buy products

that specified they protected from UVA

and UVB rays. Reading those leaflets

I learnt why sun blocks have a protec-

tion factor: they indicate the number

of times that one can multiply the

exposure time before redness appears.

Whiter skins and young children burn

very quickly, which is why they need a

higher protection factor. The cover of

the leaflet had a sentence that had

been underlined: there is no way of

getting a tan without risk.

Before leaving, I asked the nurse if

she also had leaflets about jellyfish

stings, and she gave me some. What

strange animals! Their tentacles have

capsules that react on contact and inject

a poison that causes a very itchy rash.

They even sting when they are dead,

and if their tentacles break, their frag-

ments also still contain active venom.

People who suffer from a sting become
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GO TO THE CHEMIST AND GET AN AFTER SUN
MOISTURISING CREAM, IT WILL CALM THE BURNING.
THE REDNESS WILL GRADUALLY DISAPPEAR AND
YOU WILL PROBABLY PEEL. WHAT YOU NEED TO
REMEMBER IS THAT OUR SKIN CAN FORGIVE THE
EFFECTS OF PROLONGED SUN EXPOSURE, BUT IT
CAN NEVER FORGET THEM. ALSO, THE DAMAGE
CAUSED TO THE SKIN IS CUMULATIVE
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Ingredients for 4 people

– 1 k watermelon
– 1/2 k ripe tomatoes 
– 1/2 pepper
– Olive oil, vinegar, salt

Remove the seeds from the water-
melon and use the blender to blend
it with the pepper and the peeled
tomatoes. Sieve to remove the
tomato seeds and dress. Serve cold. 

| Dra. Perla Luzondo

Cold tomato, pepper and
watermelon soup:

Food in the hot season
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The sun has many therapeutic virtues: it helps the body absorb vitamin D, which aids

growth; it accelerates the synthesis of many hormones and the growth of hair and nails; it has

antiseptic properties and improves one's mood. However, taking too much sun or not wearing

protection can cause premature aging of the skin, causing dryness, expansion of fine surface

blood vessels (spider veins), appearance of dark spots, loss of elasticity, wrinkles and someti-

mes even precancerous lesions. There are high-risk groups such as babies, the elderly, albinos,

and people who suffer from vitiligo, herpes and some cases of acne. 

Making use of the abundant fruit and vegetables available in the summer ensures our diet

is low in calories and high in fibre, vitamins, minerals and water for our skin. 

Food that is red, orange or yellow in colour, such as carrots, tomatoes, peppers, radishes,

apricots, cherries, peaches, watermelon etc. have a high content of A and C vitamins and beta-

carotene, which stimulate melanin creation. 

Vitamin E protects the skin from spots produced by the sun. It can be found in wheat germ,

olive oil, nuts, and green leaf vegetables, for instance. 

Vitamin B improves the state of the skin, hair and mucous membranes. It can be found in

meat, legumes, brewer's yeast, oily fish etc. 

Eating Selenium, a mineral with antioxidant properties, can lower the risk of skin tumours. 

Zinc helps cellular renewal and favours tonicity and elasticity of the skin.

Celery is a vegetable low in calories, as 90% of it is water, and the rest is made up of nutrients

with medicinal properties and high gastronomic value. In other cultures it has great magical and

religious symbolism. It belongs to the same vegetable family as parsnip, carrots, fennel, pars-

ley, dill, cumin and hemlock. 

Celery has the following medicinal properties: • It lowers blood pressure due to its diuretic

and dilating effects. Two stalks of celery contain 291 mg of potassium • It is an expectorant • It

contains great digestive and alkalinising properties • It helps expel gas and prevents its forma-

tion • It helps eliminate uric acid • It contains vitamin B1 and B2 and acts as a nerve tonic • It sti-

mulates the glucagon hormone and favours insulin production • It is an emmenagogue • Together

with selenium it has an anti-inflammatory effect on the connective tissue • It has antibacterial

effects, especially with regard to the urinary tract • It is an anticonvulsive and its consumption is

recommended in cases of epilepsy • It is believed to be useful in psoriasis, vitiligo and mycosis.

Blended smoothies and juices: • Celery with lemon for nephritis and kidney stones • Celery

with tomato and radishes for infections of the urinary tract and constipation • Celery with carrot

calms the nerves and tones • Celery with apple strengthens defences and flora • Celery with let-

tuce and mint regulates acidity in the stomach and favours sleep.

Salad celery sticks heated and then quickly cooled with water and ice, accompanied by a

yoghurt and blue cheese sauce make for a healthy and tasty snack. 

During the summer and the holiday season, heat and the lack of a timetable can affect the

way we eat and, in the case of the elderly and children, it can make them prone to dehydration.

We need to up our consumption of water, natural juices, smoothies and vegetable creams in a

way that is attractive to them and to us. 

Cold vegetable cream soups, cooked with water and powdered milk instead of cream are

easier to digest: pumpkin and potatoes, leek and potato, beetroot and potato, celery and carrot,

onion and green lettuce leaves... the possibilities are endless. By adding some spoonfuls of oats

when cooking them, the result is a thicker and slightly sweeter cream, which has a laxative effect. 

I recommend you try healthy salads for a balanced and refreshing single dish. They should

contain proteins: king prawns, roast beef, chicken or turkey breast, tuna with anchovies and boi-

led eggs, cheese and nuts. You can replace mayonnaise with yoghurt and dress the salads with

lemon, soy sauce or vinegar and extra virgin olive oil. Also recommended are the so-called liquid

salads: traditional gazpacho, ajoblanco, tomato and watermelon soup.
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Torrevieja Hospital is
awarded the Professor
Barea Prize for its
Florence system

On May 26, at Madrid's Universidad

de Carlos III, the Fundació Signo awar-

ded Luis Barcia, Managing Director

of Torrevieja Health Department, the

Professor Barea prize in the category

of “Health centres as service com-

panies: Global Management” for its

“Integrated clinical information sys-

tem as an efficiency tool: Florence”. 

The Fundació Signo organises

these awards ceremonies to recog-

nise work carried out to improve the

management and assessment of

health costs, and awarded Torrevie-

ja for the creation, organisation and

constant innovation of its IT system,

Florence, which provides access to

clinical information of the entire

| E.P.

Hospital Moncloa,
finalist for the
Madrid Prize to
Best Health
Initiative 

At the VII Madrid Prizes, organised by Madridia-

rio and held on May 25, Hospital Moncloa was awar-

ded the prize for best Health Initiative, in recogni-

tion of its work focused on the quality of clinical

care and the excellence of health management, and

rewarding its spirit of innovation, improvement and

modernisation. 

The managing director of Hospital Moncloa, Juan

José Fernández Ramos, accepted the prize and sta-

ted that “it motivates our research into healthcare

excellence and further encourages us to achieve our

main aim, which is to improve the health of our

society”. The jury was formed by 18 media journa-

lists from the press, radio, TV and Internet. 

The awards ceremony, which also served to cele-

brate the tenth anniversary of Madridiario.es, was

attended by ASISA CEO Dr. Enrique de Porres; the

managing director of Hospital Moncloa, Dr. Juan

José Fernández Ramos; the national medical direc-

tor of ASISA, Dr. Manuel Soria; the deputy general

manager of ASISA, Tomás Díez Paso; the deputy

general manager of ASISA clinics, Dr. Benito García

Legaz, as well as political, media, financial and cul-

tural representatives.

| Elvira Palencia

Luis Barcia (first from the left) receives the prize awarded to Hospital de Torrevieja

population, as well as providing all

the necessary data to ensure a highly

efficient management. 

At the seventh Barea Prize cere-

mony, Barcia presented the mana-

gement model for Torrevieja Health

Department and its IT system, Flo-

rence, created by the Systems

Department. The presentation  pro-

vided an insight as to how popula-

tion, financing, service and techno-

logy can be brought together to

obtain successfully clinical data

regarding average stays, surgical

interventions, emergency care or

diagnostic testing times, surveys on

patient satisfaction or the hospital

environment, to name but a few.

Dr. Sánchez Martos and Nieves Herrero present the award to Dr.

Fernández Ramos
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Lavinia holds its XXXIII 
General Assembly

| E.P.

Representatives of the Lavinia coop-

erative's 14,000 doctors and managers

and directors from across Spain, met

on June 19 and 20 in Corunna to exam-

ine the financial audit for the year 2008

and adopt the agreements and policies

to be carried out by the cooperative

and ASISA in the period until the hold-

ing of the next General Assembly. 

The President of the Xunta de Galí-

cia (Galician Government), Alberto

Núñez Feijoo, presided the opening 

act of the annual General Assembly,

accompanied by regional Health Min-

ister, Pilar Farjas. Also present were

the main directors of Lavinia and

Asisa. 

After thanking Lavinia for having

chosen to hold its XXXIII Annual Assem-

bly in Corunna, in his speech, Núñez

Feijoo highlighted the commitment of

ASISA-Lavinia to healthcare quality,

the result of the vocation of its pro-

fessionals and the constant moderni-

sation of its facilities. 

The session opened with the pre-

sentation of the president's report

and the financial and management

report for 2008 for Lavinia and

ASISA and its group of companies,

which were approved unanimously. 

Subsequently, the assembly exam-

ined all issues of interest to  members

dealt with in the preparatory provin-

cial meetings, especially those relat-

ed to healthcare provision, which were

all answered, and their resolutions

were approved by the assembly.

The assembly also examined dif-

ferent reports related to the man-

agement of the company, as well as

to new business approaches, all of

which received the backing of those

present at the Assembly. 

After choosing Tarragona as the

venue for the next assembly, the sec-

retary of the Board of Governors, Dr.

Antonia Solvas, informed those present

that the agreements adopted in previ-

ous assemblies had been implemented

throughout the year. 

The results presented in the

assembly show that ASISA the closed

financial year 2008 with an increase

of 5.47% of its income with regard

to previous years, which represents

Dr. Francisco Ivorra, re-elected President of Lavinia and ASISA

Dr. Ivorra, President once again 

As a consequence of the renewal of half of the mem-

bers of the Board of Directors undertaken in the XXXIII

Lavinia General Assembly, as stipulated by the regu-

lations and by means of a secret ballot, Dr. Francisco

Ivorra was re-elected president of Lavinia and ASISA.

Likewise, Dr. Diego Lorenzo and Dr. Antonia Solvas

were re-elected in their respective roles as Vice-Pre-

sident of Lavinia and ASISA and Secretary of the Board

of Governors of Lavinia.

a turnover of 780 million euro, of

which 760 million euro correspond

to insurance premiums. 

The company has devoted a total

of 653 million euro to providing

healthcare services, an increase of

4.41% with regard to 2007. Medical

fees have increased by 4.55 % com-

pared to the previous year, and

amount to 306 million euro. This

amount represents 40.6% of income

from premiums, that is, the fees paid

via personal healthcare services rep-

resent more than 10 percentage

points above the average for the

sector. 

From left to right: Dr. Diego Lorenzo, Vice President of ASISA-Lavinia; Dr. Antonia Solvas,

Secretary of the Board of Governors of Lavinia; Dr. Francisco Ivorra, President of ASISA-Lavinia;

Alberto Nuñez Feijoo; Pilar Fargas, Health Counselor; Dr. Enrique de Porres, CEO of ASISA, and

Dr. Jesús Rebolledo, ASISA representative for Corunna. 
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“We are open to collaborating with
the Murcian Health Service”

DOCTOR DIEGO LORENZO, VICE PRESIDENT OF ASISA AND

REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MURCIA BRANCH

| Sergi Rodríguez

One soon realises what a unique per-

sonality Doctor Diego Lorenzo really is.

His initiative, dynamism and tenacity

shine through in everything he does,

whether it is holding a simple conver-

sation or managing the ASISA branch

in Murcia. Indeed, he has managed to

make this institution the leading private

healthcare provider in the region, and

he now leads the project to expand the

Clínica Virgen de la Vega, which as a

result will further establish itself as a

benchmark in the community. The Vice

President of ASISA and a trustee of the

Fundació Espriu, he is a staunch advo-

cate of the values of the social health-

care system of doctor Espriu, with

whom he enjoyed a great friendship. 

What is the current situation of

ASISA in Murcia?

For many years now, ASISA has been

the region's main healthcare insti-

tution. It provides healthcare to

almost 90,000 members and man-

ages two of its own clinics -Nuestra

Señora de Belén and Virgen de la

Vega. Its medical team comprises

more than 1,200 professionals,

approximately 900 of whom are doc-

tors, mostly cooperativists, and the

rest of whom are pharmacy analysts,

nurses, physiotherapists, midwives,

chiropodists and psychologists. 

When did the institution start

working in the region? 

It was around 1973, following on from

one of the visits of the tireless Dr.

Josep Espriu. His marvellous chats

at the Medical Association raised

awareness among us and encouraged

us to start a one-of-a-kind, not-prof-

it healthcare system, managed by us

under equal conditions; we also had

the advantage of being guided -even

backed - by Assistència Sanitària

Col·legial (ASC). 

What was that initial period like?

Although initially two other colleagues

tried to set up ASISA in Murcia, they

S
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.

Doctor Diego Lorenzo
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Doctor Diego Lorenzo Sáenz was born in

Chercos (Almería) in 1936, but has lived in

Murcia for many years. After obtaining a

degree in Medicine by the University of

Granada, he passed the exams to become

a military doctor, subsequently practicing

in Valencia, where he combined his clini-

cal work with a specialisation in Paediatrics.

After a year posted in Orense, he finally

settled in Murcia, where he obtained a job

as a doctor with the Guardia Civil. There

he combined his career in military medicine

(with the rank of lieutenant colonel), in pub-

lic and private medicine, until 1973, when

he heard a conference by Dr. Espriu at the

College of Medicine of Murcia. “That's when

I got the bug”, he says. “He recruited me

and that's why I am here today” 

voluntarily transferred the project to

me and my interest in the subject led

me to assume this position after a few

months, somewhat unexpectedly. We

started from scratch, and the first pol-

icy was taken out by Dr. Espriu himself.

How has it evolved over the years?

In those days the market was already

established, and it wasn't easy to enter.

But we were able to instill our commit-

ment to managing 'our company” in oth-

er colleagues, who formed our first

medical team. For many months there

were more doctors than people insured.

During the first year, we received free

guidance from ASC, which then declined

to receive any compensation for losses

incurred. In 1975, with the creation of

MUFACE (General Mutual Insurance

Fund for Civil Servants) and with ASISA

already being a nation-wide institution,

we were lucky to be chosen to provide

medical insurance for several thousand

civil servants in the region. This is how

we grew until we became the largest

medical insurance company in the region

and, after Madrid, the branch with the

greatest number of insured members. 

What were the keys to this growth?

I think that, despite the difficulties

posed by the existence of more expe-

rienced and established institutions,

there are two reasons behind our suc-

cessful establishment in the market.

On the one hand, our 'different phi-

losophy' was gradually adopted by the

doctors themselves, who were our

main promoters; they realised that the

success of ASISA led to their own suc-

cess.  Our meetings in those years

were emotional and gratifying, impreg-

nated with the philosophy of Dr. Espriu,

who was also often in attendance. The

second reason is due to a loyal col-

laborator of Dr. Espriu, Dr. José Luis

Carreño, who, driven by his desire to

have a network of clinics belonging to

ASISA, authorised us in 1988 to pur-

chase the Clínica Ntra. Señora de

Belén, a maternity clinic that we con-

verted into a multipurpose centre. This

further established us in the regional

market, and further still with the pur-

chase in 1992 of the Clínica Virgen de

la Vega, one of the region's best

known centres, especially given the

extensive refurbishment carried out

subsequently. 

The Clínica Virgen de la Vega is in

fact being extended again - why?

Over the last years we have been so

successful that is has put a real strain

on us. The centre has been unable to

cope with such pressure, and despite

the collaboration of the Clínica Ntra.

Señora de Belén, we were still having

to refer patients or cancel interven-

tions. Also, the top floor was being

used as a residence for the elderly,

with about 60 patients, which was a

gratifying experience. When the town

council agreed to sell us a small sec-

tion of municipal land next to the clin-

ic, we were able to extend the centre

with another “twin” building; togeth-

er, the buildings will soon form a hos-

pital providing extensive services,

which will not only attend to our

insured and private patients, but also

patients from across the region, a fac-

tor which was our main reasoning

before the municipal Administration.

In this regard, do you think the for-

mulas for collaborating with the

public health system via this new

hospital are actually viable? 

ASISA -and this branch in particular -

has always been a loyal collaborator

of the public health system, in the

beginning via the national agreements

with MUFACE (Health insurance for

Civil Servants), ISFAS (for the Armed

Forces) and MUGEJU (for the Judi-

ciary). Even though almost 35 years

have passed since then, more than

85% of users still put their trust every

year in private companies, most in

ASISA; in fact, in Murcia, more than

75% of these administration employ-

ees are insured with us. With the

extension of the Clínica Virgen de la

Vega, which will also assume the cur-

rent surgical services of Clínica Ntra.
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Señora de Belén, if the Murcian Health

Service needs our collaboration we

are ready to provide it, as the new

hospital will have an increased num-

ber of services and beds; also, the

Clínica Ntra. Señora will extend its ser-

vices for the elderly and those suf-

fering from chronic illnesses. 

How do Murcian doctors value

“Espriu” healthcare cooperativism

as a means of exercising their 

profession? 

We have always portrayed ourselves

as the “doctors' institution”. Our aim is

not commercial. This is why, save for

the investments in our network of clin-

ics, our annual surplus is always used

for medical benefits, its fees being its

strongest point. We continue to offer

an important additional complement to

the financial income of our health pro-

fessionals. However, as monthly pre-

miums per person in national groups

have always been low, and given the

competition in the sector and the cost

of medical/surgical care, it is not always

possible to completely satisfy the

requests of our doctors. The more expe-

rienced doctors understand this per-

fectly. But it is necessary to ensure that

the cooperative spirit of Dr. Espriu is

not threatened, especially in the cur-

rent individualistic and materialistic

environment. ASISA's management,

and especially those who are also part

of the Fundació Espriu management,

must ensure this doesn't happen.

As someone who dealt with Dr. Espriu

extensively, what aspects of his phi-

losophy would you like to highlight

especially?

He was an extraordinary figure. He

would have stood out equally in any

other sector, because he was highly

intelligent, and had great initiative

and perseverance, as well as a great

predisposition to serve others. This

branch was created as a result of his

“pilgrimage” around Spain, trying to

establish ASISA. His main ambition

was to achieve healthcare manage-

ment without intermediaries so that

doctors “were not merely employees

of the system, but rather its co-own-

ers”, in a cooperative, equal regime.

Personally I have very fond memo-

ries of his visits and of the trust he

placed in me. I remember when he

visited us after the death of his wife,

and we organised a dinner among

friends, attended by the doctors of

our office's commission, as well as

by many workers of our clinic. When

we handed him a manuscript naming

him an honorary member of the

branch, he replied with a philosoph-

ical speech which brought tears to

many eyes. Some of the attendants

said - “Why doesn't this good man

stay to live here?”

S
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BOTH BUILDINGS WILL SOON FORM A HOSPITAL
OFFERING EXTENSIVE SERVICES, WHICH WILL
NOT ONLY PROVIDE CARE FOR OUR INSUREDS
AND PRIVATE PATIENTS, BUT ALSO FOR
PATIENTS FROM ACROSS THE REGION
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SCIAS awards the prizes for the
Sant Jordi competition
| S.R.

The main activity of the SCIAS Participation Department in this second

quarter of 2009 has consisted in organising preparatory meetings of the

institution's General Assembly, which brought Barcelona city members

together in order to present the candidates for the board of governors.

The quarterly meeting of spokespeople, secretaries and coordinators of all

cooperative teams was also held. 

Also worth mentioning is the organisation of the traditional Sant Jor-

di competition, reports Joan B. Gabarró, which brought together the com-

positions and drawings of the SCIAS' youngest members, with prizes being

awarded to the following pieces:
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The activities also included a concert of children's and teenagers' choirs at

Sagrada Família on the occasion of the exchange promoted by its Escolania

(choir), as well as the closing party, the presentation of the awards to the

board game championship winners, and the end of year concert with all the

SCIAS choirs (children, teenagers and adults) at Pompeia church on June 7.
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Assistència Sanitària 
and FC Barcelona sign a four-year 
Sponsorship agreement
| Oriol Conesa

The presidents of Assistència San-

itària, Ignacio Orce, and FC Barcelona,

Joan Laporta, have signed a sponsor-

ship agreement, making the health insur-

er the club's Official Medical Supplier for

a further four years. With this agreement,

Assistència Sanitària will provide the club

with the medical insurance and hospital

services it needs, both at the Hospital de

Barcelona facilities and at the FC

Barcelona-Assistència Sanitària medical

centre, located at Camp Nou and which

specialises in trauma emergencies.

The agreement is valid until June

30,2013 and binds both parties in the

provision of services and sponsor-

ship. According to the agreement,

Assistència Sanitària the current

Official Medical Supplier of the club

will continue to be so for a further

four years and will provide medical

insurance while hospital services; in

addition, the club will use the Hos-

pital de Barcelona facilities and

Assistència Sanitària may have

access to the FC Barcelona-Assistèn-

cia Sanitària Medical Centre, based

at the Camp Nou, which specialises

in sports and trauma medicine and

open to all those insured with the

institution.

After the signing, Joan Laporta

highlighted the importance of this

contract renewal, underlining the

positive balance of a collaboration

that has strengthened every day

since 2005, and added that he is

“very happy” with the agreement

between “two of Catalonia's bench-

marks which lead in their respective

fields, sport and health”. Dr. Orce

drew attention to the “shared val-

ues of both organisations, which

stem from a commitment to improv-

ing Catalan civil society”.

Assistència Sanitària is an exam-

ple of health cooperativism, a spe-

cific kind of self-management model

designed by Dr. Josep Espriu fifty

years ago and based on the equali-

ty of doctors and users in the 

decision-making and management

bodies. Currently, the institution has

200,000 users and a medical team

comprising almost 5,400 doctors.

The president of the Barcelona FC, 

Joan Laporta, and that of ASC, the doctor

Ignasi Orce
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SCIAS General Assembly report 

In order to better receive and wel-

come the close to 150 people attend-

ing the General Assembly of the

Societat d'Instal·lacions Assistencials

Sanitàries (SCIAS, SCCL) on June 6th,

the event was moved from the Hospi-

tal de Barcelona to Barcelona's Hilton

hotel, which offers greater seating

capacity. At the meeting, presided for

the first time by Teresa Basurte, the

financial audits for the year 2008 were

examined 

Basurte was accompanied by the

secretary general of the Board of Gov-

ernors, Enric Sells, and the director

general of SCIAS and manager of the

Hospital de Barcelona, Lourdes Mas.

The event was attended by 105 dele-

gates representing more than 900

members who had attended the 22

preparatory meetings held through-

out the year. 

In her opening speech the presi-

dent mentioned that it is Hospital de

Barcelona's 20th anniversary this year,

and highlighted the fact that “despite

the current crisis, we can still main-

tain the standards of quality, technol-

ogy, comfort and, especially, humanity,

to which we committed at the time of

its foundation”.

| Elisenda Copons

After naming the two mandatory

auditors, the assembly started with a

viewing of the president's report. Among

other aspects, Teresa Basurte high-

lighted the opening of the Day Hospital

for oncological treatments, the publi-

cation of the Oncological Pharma-

cotherapy Guide, the application and

improvement of the Register of Tumors,

and the increased importance of Out-

patient Surgery, which now represents

56% of all Programmed Surgery.

As to the investment made, the

report highlights the addition of new

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance and Diges-

tive Endoscopy equipment, the refur-

bishment of the lighting and bathrooms

of two hospitalisation units and the

refurbishment with improved technol-

ogy of diagnosis, surgery, hospitalisa-

tion, general services and catering

equipment and several installations

aimed at reducing the power consump-

tion of lighting and air conditioning.
P
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In general terms, the number of

SCIAS user members went down by

1,956 in 2008, to 167,254. According

to the president, this could be

attributed to the current financial cri-

sis. Financially, the institution

obtained a surplus of 55,781 euros,

as certified by its accounts controller,

Carles Ramos. The assembly unani-

mously approved the annual accounts

and agreed that 65,000 euros should

be provided to the Fund for the Pro-

motion of Education and Coopera-

tivism, through which it contributes

to financing the Fundació Espriu, and

the rest to the Obligatory and Vol-

untary Reserve Fund.

With regard to clinical activities,

in 2008 the institution's medical ser-

vices provided healthcare to a total of

147,719 patients, 15,387 of whom were

admitted to the Hospital de Barcelona,

6,852 were seen to in the walk-in

surgery, 46,304 in the Emergency Ser-

vice and 73,359 at their homes via the

Home Emergency Service.

The General Assembly continued

with the renewal of the annual con-

tract for external auditing with

Mazars Auditores and with the

approval of both the modification of

the Articles of Association and the

renewal of the Work Members Inter-

nal Regime Regulations, concluding

with the election of the new mem-

bers of the Resources Committee:

Pere Torné Roig, Josep M. Antich

Sorli and Martí Llorach Torres; as

well as of the members of the Board

of Governors: Montserrat Caballé

Domènech, M. Teresa Basurte Cal-

vo, M. Àngels Font Sardà, Josep

Plaza Clotet, Francesc Fornell Car-

bonell, Natàlia Mimó Estany, Lucia

Ortega Enciso, Enric Sells Bruguera

and Joaquim Serra Trias. Delegates

participated activly during question

time, which centered on minor issues,

given that, as one of the attendants

stated, “regarding medical issues,

everyone is quite satisfied”.

P
.H

.
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The European Parliament supports
Social Economy Enterprises 

The European Parliament has

approved a resolution in which it

urges member States and the Euro-

pean Commission to support pro-

grammes that “promote Social

Economy Enterprises” in the context

of the current financial crisis. 

The report, drafted by Italian MEP

Patrizia Toia, was approved during a

plenary session on February 19, 2009

by absolute majority with 580 votes

in favour, 27 against and 44 absten-

tions. After a process of 5 months, the

so-called Toia Report has served to

make MEPs aware of the importance

of Social Economy Enterprises and,

through its approval by the European

Parliament has helped to transmit to

the rest of the institutions of the EU,

and in particular to the European

Commission and the member states,

the need to encourage this type of

economic activity. 

| Josep A. Pérez

According to the document's def-

inition, Social Economy Enterprises

share values that distinguish them

from other business forms, such as

the primacy of people and of social

aims over capital, the defence and

application of the principles of soli-

darity and responsibility and the

union of general interest and mem-

bers' interests. 

Taking this into account, the

European Parliament requests the

European Commission to promote

Social Economy with its new policies,

and to defend this concept as a “dif-

ferent approach to business”, whose

main driving force is not financial

profitability, but rather benefits for

society as a whole. 

However, it is evident that,

despite representing 10% of the Euro-

pean business sector and providing

6% of the continent's employment,

Social Economy is hardly represent-

ed from an institutional point of view,

and that its recognition and support

on a European scale is scarce or even

non-existent. In order to alleviate this

situation, the European Parliament

recommends advancing in the legal

recognition of Social Economy and

promoting the development of a

Statute for European Foundations,

Associations and Mutual Funds, fol-

lowing the example of the Statute for

a European Cooperative Society, in

force since 2003. 

With the aim of extending the

knowledge of Social Economy enter-

prises, the European Commission and

member states are requested to pro-

vide support to the creation of

national statistics records of Social

Economy enterprises, which estab-

lish satellite national accounts by

institutional sector and by activities

sector and which allow for the enter-

ing of this data in the European

Office of Statistics, Eurostat. 

Equally, the resolution supports

the recognition of Social Economy as

an important part of the sectorial and

intersectorial European social dialogue

and suggests that both the Commis-

sion and the member States energet-

ically push for the process of inclusion

of Social Economy agents in social

agreements and civil dialogue. 

Thus, with the crisis as the back-

ground, the Parliament especially val-

General view 

of the European Parliament



ues the capacity of Social Economy

to improve the democratic function-

ing of the world of business and the

“potential of Social Economy to gen-

erate stability in a context of emi-

nently cyclical economies”. But at

the same time it proposes that, in the

case of a business crisis, the com-

panies can be transformed into cor-

porations owned by the workers. 

In this regard, Social Economy is

especially efficient in the correction

of certain imbalances that occur in

the work market, such as unemploy-

ment, unstable employment and

social and work exclusion of the

unemployed. The document also

points out the capacity of this kind

of company, which takes into account

social criteria as well as purely com-

mercial criteria, in order to encour-

age the active social integration of

vulnerable groups, as well as the gen-

eration of jobs that do not relocate,

becoming important tools for mod-

ernising and strengthening the Euro-

pean social model. 

This is why the report approved

by the European Parliament urges

member states to develop training

programmes aimed at transmitting

Social Economy knowledge and the

business initiatives inspired in its

values, both in higher and universi-

ty education and in professional

training. 

In addition, the European Parlia-

ment has suggested to the European

Commission the possibility of creat-

ing a Social Economy Inter-Service

Unit that connects all relevant cen-

tres, and requests the European

SMEs Observatory to analyse Social

Economy in its studies.
Italian MEP Patrizia Toia, author of the report

approved by the European Parliament 

The Espriu Foundation provides 
training support at the Social Economy
Research Centre 

The Espriu Foundation sponsors the training programme

of the Universitat de Barcelona's Social Economy Research

Centre (CIES in its Catalan acronym), which includes Masters

in Social Economy and Management of Non-Profit Institutions,

and Masters in Corporate Social Responsibility. The priority

aims and values of the Espriu Foundation's work include pro-

moting research, teaching and dissemination of Social Econ-

omy and social responsibility of companies. 

One of the main training experiences within the frame-

work of both of these masters degrees was the seminar on

“The Social Enterprise: An International Comparison”, held

from May 17 to 22, 2009 in Atlanta (USA). This was a joint ini-

tiative of CIES and the Andrew Young School for Policy Stud-

ies of Georgia State University. 

The seminar provided a space for reflection and debate

regarding responsible management models of social and non-

profit enterprises in which company leaders, executives and

university students had the chance to exchange experiences,

compare management methods and offer innovative ideas in

the field of corporate social responsibility and Social Economy. 

The SCIAS cooperative, owner of the Hospital de Barcelona

and one of the institutions within the Espriu Foundation, was

one of the case studies presented during the seminar. Dr. Ger-

ard Martí, deputy medical director of Hospital de Barcelona

and a trustee of the Espriu Foundation, presented in his con-

ference the cooperative model of SCIAS as a model of social

enterprise; a model based on the unique vision of Dr. Josep

Espriu regarding health cooperativism focused on doctors and

patients. Dr. Martí also provided the seminar attendants with

an outline of the work carried out by the Espriu Foundation,

an institution that brings together health cooperativism rep-

resentatives in Spain via the groups Asisa and Grup Assistèn-

cia, highlighting its international promotional work and its

responsibility in the presidency of the International Health Co-

operative Organisation (IHCO).

| J. A. P.
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Dr. Martí presents the SCIAS cooperative model at his conference 
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Ivano Barberini, president of the ICA
passes away

Ivano Barberini, President of the 

International Co-operative Alliance (ICA)

over recent years passed away on 6

May following a long illness. The news

of his death caused great sadness

among all those with ties to the coop-

erative sector and the social economy

worldwide, and constitutes an irre-

placeable loss to the international co-

operative movement.

Born in Modena in 1939, Ivano Bar-

berini dedicated more than forty years

of his life to co-operative activities,

leading a number of organisations and

institutions on both domestic and inter-

national stages. After completing his

degree in Economics he began his pro-

fessional career at Modena Federcoop

in 1960, at the age of just 21, and was

three years later chosen as Vice-Pres-

ident of the CIAM-UNIBON food coop-

erative. He was an Executive Manag-

er of the Modena Co-operative Alliance

up until 1968, and four years later

became the Bologna representative of

CoopItalia, the country's largest logis-

tics management cooperative, organ-

ising inter-regional actions for Emilia-

Romagna, Veneto, Marche and Friuli.

In 1975 he became president of Coop

Emilia-Veneto, one of Italy's leading

organisations thanks to its innovation

in sales techniques, before assuming

the presidency of Coop Nazionale in

1979, a position which he held until

1996.

In parallel, while developing his skills

in business strategies and management,

| J. A. P.

Ivano Barberini

Ivano held the presidency of Eurocoop,

the European Association of Consumer

Co-operatives, between 1990 and 1996,

and became a member of the manage-

ment team of the banking cooperative

Banec. Between 1996 and 2002 he was

an executive of Fondazione Italianieu-

ropei, Vice-President of the Permanent

European Conference of Cooperatives,

Mutual Societies, Associations and Foun-

dations (CEPCMAF) and of the Coordi-

nation Committee of the Association of

European Co-operatives (CCACE), and

President of the Lega Nazionale delle

Cooperative e Mutue (Legacoop). In

2001 he was elected President of the

ICA, and subsequently re-elected in

2005 for a further four years.

Ivano Barberini was an anchor of

the global development of the cooper-

ative movement, as well as being an indi-

vidual profoundly committed to the val-

ues and principles of co-operativism,

and a tireless worker in the struggle to

achieve a more just, more humane soci-

ety, with people at its heart. 

Eudes de Freitas - the new Unimed president

At the General Assembly of the Unimed Medical Co-operatives

Confederation of Brazil held in Sao Paulo on 25 March, Dr.

Eudes de Freitas Aquino was elected president for the period

2009-2013. He takes over the Unimed presidency from Dr. Cel-

so Barros, who has led the Brazilian co-operative organisation

for the last eight years. 

Eudes de Freitas was born in 1948 in the city of Natal, capital

of the Brazilian state of Rio Grande do Norte. He studied in the Fac-

ulty of Medicine in Ribeirao Preto in Sao Paulo, where he obtained

a Masters degree and the title of Doctor of Medicine and specialised

in nephrology. He subsequently joined the Unimed co-operative in

Piracicaba, of which he was president between 1992 and 1997. He

created the Central Sao Paulo Intrafederal Confederation, of which

he was the president during two mandates. Later, he joined the

Board of the Sao Paulo Medical Co-operatives Federation, and was

president between 2005 and 2009.

The Unimed System, founded by Dr. Edmundo Castilho 

in 1967, is today one of the world's largest co-operative 

groups, with 377 co-oper-

atives containing more

than 106,000 doctors, pro-

viding healthcare services

to 15 million clients and

73,000 businesses. In

1996, it was one of the

founder institutions of the

International Health Co-

operatives Organisation

(IHCO), together with the

Espriu Foundation and the

Japanese Health Co-oper-

atives Association (JHCA).

| J. A. P.

Eudes de Freitas, new president of

Unimed do Brasil
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The World Health Assembly 
prepares for a ‘flu pandemic 

The 62nd World Health Assembly,

held in Geneva from May 18 to 22, was

dominated by the recent appearance

of the new H1N1 virus and the pressure

this places on health officials, who

must take the right decisions and

adopt the appropriate measures at a

time of great scientific uncertainty in

which knowledge of the virus is still

limited. The assembly urged Dr. Mar-

garet Chan, director general of the

WHO, to enforce the agreements made

to ensure people are prepared to face

a possible ‘flu pandemic, and which

facilitate the exchange of information

on the virus and access to vaccines

among member States. 

Another of the effects of the

appearance of this new virus was that

the assembly was limited to just five

days, instead of the planned nine days.

This allowed the representatives of

the 193 attending countries to return

to their countries earlier and contin-

ue their fight against type A ‘flu.

According to the Sri Lankan minister

of health who presided the sessions,

despite the time limitation, the coop-

eration and flexibility shown by the

delegations made it possible to

address all urgent questions in the

world health agenda. 

After the debates and delibera-

tions of the assembly and the com-

mittees, fifteen resolutions were

approved, some of them of great rel-

evance for world health, such as those

related to basic healthcare, pre-

paredness before a possible ‘flu pan-

demic or the prevention and control

of drug-resistant tuberculosis. 

This last resolution, called Pre-

vention and control of multidrug-resis-

tant tuberculosis and extensively drug-

resistant tuberculosis, stipulates strict

quality criteria for the supply of anti-

tuberculosis medication and to avoid

its undue use. In addition, the text

includes an agreement to strengthen

actions aimed at obtaining universal

access to the diagnosis and treatment

of this illness. 

With regard to basic healthcare,

representatives requested that mem-

| J. A. P.

ber States continue prioritising the

strengthening of health systems in

the international political agenda,

that the measures aimed at the uni-

versal access to this right be accel-

erated, developing comprehensive

health services and establishing

national financing mechanisms that

are fair, effective and sustainable;

and to place the individual at the cen-

tre of healthcare. 

After an intense debate, the mem-

ber States adopted a plan of action

regarding public health, innovation and

intellectual property, which among oth-

er aspects aims to encourage innova-

tion and improve access to treatment

of illnesses that disproportionately

affect the poorest sectors of the pop-

ulation. The plan includes a list of the

interested agents that will participate

in the process, and defines a time

framework as well as indicators to help

follow the advances made. 

Another issue dealt with by the

assembly was the prevention of avoid-

able blindness and visual impairment,

the health situation in the occupied

Palestinian territories, a considera-

tion on the use of traditional medicine

in national health systems and the

reduction of health iniquities, acting

on social determining factors of

health.

Opening session of the 62nd World Health Assembly

Margaret Chan, WHO Director-General, addresses the Assembly
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5TH IBERIAN COLLOQUIUM ON CO-OPERATIVISM AND SOCIAL ECONOMY

On 22 & 23 June 2009 the Cooperatives Europe General Assembly and a conference entitled

«The Cooperative response to the economic downturn ... social interests, trust and

innovation,» will be held in Sofia.

CIRIEC-Spain periodically organizes these conferences for the purpose of gathering

academic experts on the social economy and representatives of the sector and of public

administrations to debate the key issues that affect them. This time, the conference will

be held in Murcia under the title «The crisis as an opportunity for the social economy» in

cooperation with UCOMUR, the Union of Associated Work Cooperatives in the Region of

Murcia.

XII SOCIAL ECONOMY RESEARCHERS CONFERENCE

The II International Research Conference on the Social Economy will be held in Östersund

(Sweden) on October 1-2, 2009, with the title of «The social economy in a world facing a

global crisis».  It is organized by the Swedish Institute of the Social Economy (CIRIEC-

Scandinavia), Mid Sweden University, CIRIEC International and the Platform for Social

Economy in the Mid-Sweden region.

II INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH CONFERENCE ON THE SOCIAL ECONOMY

26-30

2009
OCTOBER «Health and Development: Closing the Implementation Gap» will be the title of the next

Global Health Promotion Conference to be held in Nairobi, Kenya, 26-30 October 2009.

The NGO Alliance for Health Promotion will submit a technical paper to the conference on

«Local knowledge: a community asset promoting health.»

7TH GLOBAL CONFERENCE ON HEALTH PROMOTION

The Portuguese Third Sector Training Network and CIRIEC-España have been organising

their Iberian Colloquium on Co-operativism and Social Economy, held alternately in Spain

and Portugal every two years since 2001. This fifth edition will be held on 10 and 11 July

in the Portuguese city of Santarem.

The themefor discussion will be «The Social Economy and Sustainable Development», and

will include four thematic sessions on issues of solidarity and co-operation, the food cri-

sis, Corporate Social Responsibility and the logic of proximity.

COOPERATIVES EUROPE GENERAL ASSEMBLY22-23

2009

PROGRAMME OF ACTIVITIES

16-20

2009
NOVEMBER The 2009 General Assembly of the International Co-operative Alliance and related events

will take place in Geneva (Switzerland) from November 16-20, 2009 at the International

Convention Center.

ICA GENERAL ASSEMBLY



There is increasing consensus regarding the fact that being healthy is not only being free from illness, but

it is also a state of wellbeing closely related to healthy habits, appropriate living conditions and having

constant access to health services. This is why many of those who lack these conditions suffer from some

kind of physical or mental illness. The elderly, the homeless, those who are malnourished or who have very

poor living conditions are thus more likely to suffer from some kind of illness or condition. In the photo, a

clothing bank for the homeless at Fundació Arrels.

POVERTY AND HEALTH
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Broken lives: 
poverty and precarious health
Anna Jolonch
Author of the book Exclusió social. 

Dels marges al cor de la societat

(Barcino, 2008)

he increasingly overwhelming
presence of the financial crisis
among us should not hide the
reality about the previous period
of economic growth. In our

world of economic globalisation, the gap
separating the rich from the poor have con-
tinued to increase. Firstly, between rich coun-
tries and poor countries, but also in rich
countries we have seen the gap between the
rich and the poor increase, as is the case with
those who enjoy a stable employment and
those who make a living as best they can,
trapped by insecurity. The gap is so signifi-
cant that it is physically palpable. In the
middle of dazzling luxury, poverty and
homelessness are part of the landscape. The
new landscapes of the financial crisis will
only make this inequality more visible and
more extreme, inherent to the economic
model that governs us.

Thus, our society has two sides: heads is
globalisation and economic development;
tails is poverty and exclusion; two opposing
sides of the same coin that show us two
increasingly distant worlds. The victims are
the poorest, the most fragile, the most vul-
nerable, those who mean nothing to econo-
mic and political logic. 

Inequality affects every fibre of a person.
In this article I will focus on the close link
between exclusion and health based on the
report I drafted, now 18 months ago, for Càri-
tas Diocesana de Barcelona, and which we
entitled, expressively, Vides trencades (Bro-
ken lives). The text in blue in the boxes inclu-
de the real testimonies of some those who
suffer the many forms of physical, mental

and moral disorders. I wish to point out that
these are all people aided by Caritas. These
stories shows how the effects of uncertainty,
poverty and precariousness fill people's lives
with despair and suffering. People are com-
plex beings; if they cannot access the most
basic resources such as a stable job, digni-
fied housing or dignified benefits, they beco-
me more vulnerable to mental and physical
suffering.

The right to health

Our society has greatly advanced over the
last few years, and significant efforts have
been made and are being made to guarantee
the universal right to health. Even though
it is considered a universal right, a vision of
comprehensive health for everyone implies
that the essential needs should be covered:
affective, healthcare, nutritional, social and
cultural. 

In its 1946 constitution, the World
Health Organisation (WHO) defined health
as “a state of complete physical, mental and
social well-being and not merely the absen-
ce of disease or infirmity”. This definition
has been criticised for being unrealistic,
because it would mean that only 10% to 25%
of the world population is be completely
healthy. However, we cannot deny that the
right to health goes beyond the access to a
healthcare system or good healthcare servi-
ces. 

In order to examine the issue of the right
to health and the inequalities of opportu-
nities, we must open our horizon to a new
understanding of health that also includes

T



social, family and financial conditions. Peo-
ple who cannot see to their basic needs such
as food or lodging have a harder life, and
their health suffers because of this. But incre-
asingly, even among those who have 'gua-
ranteed' survival, the differences in access to
certain resources, such as education or a
secure job, can not only cause further diffi-
culties in life, but also lead to poorer health
and quality of life in comparison with those
who are in a better situation. Health is one
of the essential conditions of human life;
everyone should be guaranteed the right to
access a healthy life, without avoidable ill-
nesses, suffering or premature mortality.

Precarious health is a cause and a conse-
quence of poverty. Illness can reduce family
economies, the ability to learn, productivity
and quality of life; as a consequence, illness
creates and can perpetuate poverty. The poor,
in turn, are exposed to more personal and

SIGNIFICANT EFFORTS HAVE BEEN MADE 
AND ARE BEING MADE TO GUARANTEE PEOPLE'S
UNIVERSAL RIGHT TO HEALTH
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Susana: “I was stuck in a rut and I have come
out of it”

Barcelona's Caritas Diocesana Sara Centre is located in

Sabadell, next to Sant Salvador Parish. It belongs to the

welfare network for people affected by HIV/AIDS in

Catalonia. Susana is 53 years old. She is happy to talk

of her experience at the Sara Centre and of the reasons

that have led her to this point in life. 

“I arrived at Sara in 2001. I was in a really bad way.

I stayed there for five years and I went through the whole

procedure. I stopped taking methadone, sleeping pills,

everything. I followed a therapy, I went to the

psychologist and I worked, and the team at Sara really

helped me, they are really part of Caritas. Since then,

here I am, well and thankful. But I have also made a real

effort myself. I was stuck in a rut and I have come out

of it. I am here and so far, so good. If I hadn't come here

I would be on the streets or dead. My problem was drugs. 

I go to the doctor every three months to get

retroviral treatment and I feel fine now. I have had many

health problems with my lungs... I was in a coma in the

ICU, in a really bad way. When I was on the streets I had

tuberculosis and I almost died. I was on drugs for ten

years, and I worked at the cabaret, but I sold everything

for drugs. It's very hard. 

I live in a shared flat. We behave ourselves. I work,

but I get benefits, the 300-euro non-contributory benefit

plus the complement, adding up to a total of about four

hundred. The job gets me about two hundred. I get up

very early to go to the Raval workshop, but sometimes

there is no work, so I get less money. I come to Sara to

eat every Saturday or Sunday. They want me to come,

and if I don't come they call me. I had never experienced

affection before, but I have found it here.”

environmental risks. Poor nutrition or lack
of personal hygiene can both cause illness.
Talking of health means talking of the living
conditions of those who sleep on the streets,
or in rooms without any washing facilities,
or in an old flat without suitable wiring to
connect a washing machine. 

Though these are often socially invisible
people, I am referring to realities that ever-
yone is aware of or can recognise if they pay
attention. 

• The existence of a large group of peo-
ple whose exclusive source of income
is their basic pension and who do not



the lack of security and social protec-
tion: somatisation, anxiety, stress,
organic illnesses, etc.

Immigration and health

The majority of immigrants who come to
our country are mostly young, the obstacle
course they have to overcome and the cons-
tant deceptions they are subjected to, make
them more fragile and vulnerable. Their
administratively illegal situation causes furt-
her problems of marginalisation that they
didn't have when they arrived.

Among the recorded cases of tuberculo-
sis in Catalonia, the proportion of people
born abroad has increased significantly,
from 6.1% in 1996 to 28.8%. The tuberculo-
sis rate of people born outside Spain is
almost four times as high as that of those
born here (Immigration Master Plan for
Health).

The lack of opportunities makes newco-
mers more vulnerable in key aspects such as
infectious diseases, reproductive and sexual
health, maternal-infant health, oral health,
occupational health and drug addictions or
problems related to mental health. The Regio-
nal Government of Catalonia's Ministry of
Health's Immigration Master Plan for Health
points out: “We find a mix of different varia-
bles (for instance, immigration and income)
or social situations that have envolved into
“psychiatric problems”. An intolerable situa-
tion does not constitute a mental health pro-
blem. The stress of immigration is not a men-
tal health problem, even though it might
trigger one or cause vulnerability or result
in the development of a depression, anxiety
or an adaptation disorder.” 

Caritas Europe has accused European
countries of “making life difficult” for ille-
gal immigrants and asylum seekers, the
groups “facing the greatest risk of poverty”
on the continent. 

Spain is one of the countries which pro-
vide the greatest healthcare coverage to ille-
gal immigrants, compared to countries such
as Greece, for instance, where they are not
allowed to access these services at all except
in cases of emergency. Despite this fact, in
Spain we also see a significant difference bet-
ween their theoretical right to healthcare and
their actual access to it in reality. The main

have family and informal networks pro-
viding care or contact. 

• Accommodation is also a key factor
establishing boundaries between areas
of inclusion and exclusion. The youn-
gest are the first to be affected by the
consequences of crowded rooms and
sublet flats. 

• The arrival of immigrants, leading to
the existence of people in administra-
tively illegal situations, condemned 
to live in exclusion, in precarious con-
ditions, subject to different forms of
exploitation and abuse. 

• The growing rate of poverty among low
income workers - poor workers live
right next to the unemployed. 

• The situation of many children immer-
se in the poverty of their families,
living in conditions inadequate for
their appropriate development and
socialisation. 

• Gender is also a factor which creates,
in itself, a greater risk of poverty for
women. There is a large increase of sin-
gle parent families, who are evermore
present in the demographic structure
of society.  

• And we should also consider the incre-
ase of the different expressions of phy-
sical and mental malaise generated by

Maria: “What I get with the PIRMI benefit is not enough.”

Maria likes painting. In the mornings, at the La Mercè centre, she looks after kids while

their mothers take language lessons. She is forty-seven, lives alone, was born in Ciutat Vella

and has been coming regularly to the centre for about six years.

“I needed a place where they could help me interact with other people. I go to a

psychologist and she encourages me to come here. I have very low self-esteem. I have always

had problems at home. I also come here to wash my clothes once a week. I live in a rented

flat. The house is very old, and the whole house would have to be rewired to install a washing

machine. The floor tiles at home are broken, which was dangerous for my mother. Mother

and father are old and had to leave. They couldn't go up and down the stairs. 

My mother has many health problems and doesn't have a pension, and my father has

to take care of her all day; he gets a retirement pension of about seven hundred Euros. What

I get from the PIRMI benefit -a bit more than three hundred Euros - is not enough. The rent

alone is 206 Euros excluding water, electricity and gas. For food I go once a month to Caritas.

I have significant afflictions, I cannot work. Health-wise? I have arthrosis, osteoporosis,

arthritis, Sudeck's atrophy, stomach problems, irritable colon, haemorrhoids, myopia,

migraines… and my problem is that I am overweight.”
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Carmen: “I just cried, I was alone and ill with
my baby”

Carmen is 24 years old and holds a degree in Business

Administration. She arrived from Bolivia a year ago,

six months pregnant, and she went to Sant Cugat's

shelter with her newborn child, very lonely and

seeking help. 

“I left my country because I was pregnant and the

father of my baby didn't want to take care of us. A

cousin and her husband suggested I come here, and I

came six months pregnant. I had an enormous belly.

Four or five days after arriving, my cousin separated

from her husband. We were both left on the streets.

Now we both share a room and we share the rent. I

arrived with no savings, I spent everything on the

ticket. Caritas helped me to pay the room. 

When I had my baby, I was found one day

shivering with cold and pain at the doors of the Caritas

building. The social worker picked me up, and I had

to be taken to emergencies with pancreatitis. I was

alone. The only thing I wanted was to be with my son.

I was unconscious for days. You feel far from home and

from everyone... I was in the hospital for more than a

week. In the hospital they washed my baby's clothes;

a nurse would get me nappies, they helped with

everything... Every day a volunteer from Caritas in Sant

Cugat came to see me or phoned me. She phoned me

every day and that was the only thing I had, but it was

so important to me! It was everything... at that time...

and I cried, I just cried...”

difficulty encountered by illegal immigrants
when trying to access the healthcare system
are the obstacles to census registration.

Health without a home

The profile of most homeless people still is
that of a man about 40 years old who lives
alone. However, it is increasingly common
to find very different people at homeless shel-
ters, such as younger immigrant workers,
around 30 years old. The presence of these
people in shelters providing for people's most
basic needs (food, showers, a bed for the
night) sometimes exceeds 70%. Women repre-
sent around 15% to 20%. Most of the home-
less people here are single, although the
number of people who are separated or divor-
ced is increasing. Most are unemployed and
have never had a job, which is why they have
no right to unemployment benefit. There are

EVERYONE SHOULD BE GUARANTEED 
THE RIGHT OF ACCESS TO A HEALTHY LIFE,
WITHOUT AVOIDABLE ILLNESSES, 
SUFFERING OR PREMATURE MORTALITY

a few people receiving small non contribu-
tory or welfare pensions. 

Half of all homeless people battle depres-
sion, 43% of them have or have had a drin-
king problem at some point in their life and
almost 50% relate alcohol with being on the
streets; 16% have taken other drugs; 11% have
suffered a serious mental health problem;
7.7% have suffered abuse from their partner
and 3.8% have suffered sexual abuse as an
adult. These are details from the FEANTSA
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Alberto: “How can I live with four hundred Euros?
The future looks difficult”

Alberto has been visiting the Caritas centre for the

homeless in Sabadell for some months now. He really

appreciates the fact that he can talk and have conversations

here. He explains that he is looking for work, and that he

works in whatever he can, whenever he can. Contrary to the

image and preconceptions people tend to have about the

homeless, Alberto has never stopped working, and he has

never stopped taking care of his mother, who is ill in

hospital. 

“I had a bar business, but we were conned out of eight

and a half million (pesetas) in the sale. Four years later we

had to leave it and we couldn't pay for our home. I lost

everything. My father died and then fifteen days later my

mother had her first embolism and I was left alone because

my partner left; she left after twelve years. My brother had

already died, aged thirty-one. 

I had my mother at home, and a family worker came

for one hour a day, but I was there for the remaining twenty-

three hours - I changed her, fed her, and put on her

incontinence pads. This went on for a year. Then I got her a

place at the Taulí, where she has been for two years. First I

worked for ten years in a transport company, and when I

closed the bar I returned and worked there for a further

two. Since then I have just got the odd job here and there,

but things are really bad right now. I've never stopped

working, since the age of thirteen. I have worked in the

transport industry, and every day I went up and down, till

four in the morning, loading and unloading. 

I get the PIRMI benefit, which is 417 Euros, but you can't

live on that. I have to go and see the social worker on

Mondays and Thursdays, and they make me blow into the

tube: it always reads zero. The other day they did a test on

my urine to see whether I had been taking drugs. If I don't

do it, they take my pay away, and they took it away one

month because I didn't go and see the social worker. I sleep,

as they say, on the streets. I'm lucky that I can shower here,

and they give me clean clothes, I eat a hot meal and I get

my sandwich for the day. And here we talk, we have chats.

I sleep in Emergencies at Taulí. I go there, I watch TV, I have

a nap and when there are less people I go to sleep. They turn

a blind eye, they know my place is here and I have my

mother close by. At the health centre they keep telling me

I need to get myself a room, but how can I live on four

hundred Euros?

European Report for 2006 on the right to
health of homeless people, which shows an
especially alarming situation in the case of
young people. 

Separations, break-ups, disappointments,
failure and severe loneliness are some of the
common features of the stories of homeless
people. Equality in the provision and distri-
bution of healthcare is part of a wider con-
cept of social justice. Health and wellbeing
go beyond the provision of healthcare. What
is at stake in each of these situations of
poverty is the dignity of people and society.

WITH POVERTY, PEOPLE'S DIGNITY IS AT STAKE. AN
INTOLERABLE SITUATION DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A

MENTAL HEALTH PROBLEM
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People often talk of their fascination with urban
realities, but all that glitters in large cities is,
unfortunately, not gold. Right next to shopping
and tourist areas there exist neighbourhoods
lacking basic infrastructures and concealing
huge pockets of poverty. Lack of quality of life
is the cause for many illnesses suffered by the
inhabitants of these areas, who are the most vul-
nerable in our society.

What is the relationship between poverty and
health?
Poverty is the greatest determining factor for
health. Life expectancy is lower wherever there
is poverty. In Raval, for instance, up until quite
recently, life expectancy was 10 years below the
average for Catalonia. About 65-70% of the popu-
lation is immigrant in origin, whereas locals
are mostly elderly people who haven't been able
to leave. Immigrants are usually healthy peo-
ple, because only the strongest can emigrate.
But given their work conditions here, they often
develop illnesses that had long been forgotten
in Catalonia, such as tuberculosis or cardiac val-

vulopathy. The elderly tend to have bronchitis,
high blood pressure, diabetes, high choleste-
rol... but have no relative here to remind them
to take their medication. There are high rates
of alcoholism, drug addiction, tumors, cirrosis,
cancer, hepatitis C and AIDS. The Raval has the
highest percentage of people suffering from
tuberculosis in Spain.

Is it due to the lack of access to the health
system?
No, because Raval has had walk-in centres for
many years. These are patients who have suffe-
red from an early age from poor nutrition, toxic
substance abuse, tobacco, alcohol, long working
hours, poor living conditions and so on. Living
alone increases their chances of suffering from
depression, loneliness and the like. Raval has
the highest number of elderly people living alo-
ne; their children have died because have a hig-
her propensity to heart attacks, greater poten-
tial to drug addiction, and also less financial
resources, which is why they live in grotty apart-
ments, without lifts. Humidity on its own incre-
ases the chances of getting bronchitis. And the-
re are also no Parks or recreational areas. All of
this means that they are have no solid structu-
res. People have no idea of what poverty can be
like in a western city. Living like this affects peo-
ple's mental structure. It is easier to get depres-
sed when family environments or work situa-
tions break down. Soon 50% of those living in
the district of Ciutat Vella will be unemployed;
they will have the greatest percentage of peo-
ple in prison and 20% of girls under the age of
15 will have experienced teenage pregnancy. It
is hard to imagine how that avoid falling into

“People have no idea of what
poverty in a city in the West 
is like”
Sergi Rodríguez
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DOCTOR JAUME MORATÓ, 

DIRECTOR OF THE RAVAL SUD MEDICAL TEAM 

Doctor Jaume Morató Griera
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despair, given the array of work and family
issues that work against them. Children and tee-
nagers suffer more school failure, because their
study area at home or their parents' study habits
are different from the norm.

How can one work in a context such as this?
The task of doctors mostly consists in providing
support. This must be through socioeconomic
policies, with town planning and architectural
measures. For example, a few years ago streets
were opened up, eliminating an existing tuber-
culosis focus, though now it has returned with
the so-called 'pisos pastera' [flats as crowded as
the immigrant boats that arrive in Spain] occu-
pied by immigrants who have added to the
poverty, prostitution and drug addiction that
already existed in the neighbourhood. The pro-
blem, however, is not immigrants, but rather
their poverty. Even so, immigration has chan-
ged the nature of the neighbourhood to such
an extent that people who have lived there their
whole lives no longer recognise it as theirs. The
old neighbours have left, the shops have chan-
ged, the places of worship are different, the
habits are different... Thus they suffer an unful-
filled 'Job's syndrome', because they have lost
almost everything, without the hope of reco-
vering it. And, being poor, they cannot afford
to leave. They are lost, alone and sad. And,
having no lift and living at the top of high and
uneven stairs, they end up being isolated. And
so we must go to them.

Essentially, then, it is social health work…
It basically means carrying out normal doctor
work, but under more difficult conditions.
Health authorities calculate there should be 1
doctor per every 1,500 inhabitants, but it isn't
the same if patients are poor or if they are
middle class. In Raval it is harder for people to
give up tobacco or alcohol. If they have no alter-
natives, you can tell them to shower, eat fruit
and do exercise all you want... but that is use-
less because if work conditions are terrible,
tobacco and alcohol seem like a good option
for them when they get home. In Raval there
is a network of organisations working to help
-Districte, Càrites, Fundació Arrels…- but the
poverty is so great that they cannot possibly see
to everyone. Many more resources are needed.
This is the only walk-in centre in Catalonia with
two social workers, but we would really need 3
or 4. We have to manage basic benefits, depen-
dence benefits...
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THE TASK OF DOCTORS MOSTLY
CONSISTS IN PROVIDING SUPPORT. 
THIS MUST BE DONE THROUGH
SOCIOECONOMIC POLICIES, WITH TOWN
PLANNING AND ARCHITECTURAL
MEASURES

Doctor Jaume Morató Griera was
born in Barcelona in 1952. He gradu-
ated in Medicine at the Universitat de
Barcelona, and then specialised in
Internal Medicine and Endocrinology
at the Hospital de Bellvitge. An ama-
teur photographer, he also holds a
degree in Fine Arts from the same
university. His first post was at the
Canteres Primary Healthcare Centre,
and from there he went to the Merid-
iana Healthcare Centre as a coordi-
nator. Eighteen years ago, in 1991, he
came to Raval to work as a family
doctor, “which is the gateway to
health system: in theory this entrance
should be large, but in practice it
serves to control healthcare expen-
diture. Its concern seems to be mak-
ing savings rather than the needs of
the patient”, he says. “The family doc-
tor is not as important here as it is in
the UK or in Sweden, instead he or
she is expected to stop demands to
the system, which in the end can't be
achieved.”
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iving on the street implies per-
sonal devastation; a process of
comprehensive deterioration
affecting, among other things,
the person's state of health. 

Talking of homeless people implies giv-
ing a name to a group of people with a wide
variety of faces, names, stories, pasts, and
personal situations that are difficult to fit
into the same mould. Thus each and every
homeless person has a unique experience of
their recuperation or convalescence. 

Sometimes, recovery isn't even experi-
enced: if being discharged from the hospi-
tal means going back to the street (to the
“non-place”), where no-one is waiting for you
or will care for you, here the recuperation
becomes impossible and its effects disap-
pears under the overwhelming discomfort
and malaise that characterise extreme social
exclusion.

When trying to understand this, we
need to take into account that very often
convalescence follows a voluntary discharge
from emergency hospital services.

On other (few) occasions convalescence
at social or health facilities means a break

What does convalescence or
recovery mean to a homeless
person, when the streets kill?
Eduard Sala
Director of Obra Social Santa Lluïsa de

Marillac and Llar de Pau

Companyia de les Filles de la Caritat
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«No one gets better if they have no one caring for them»
Sant Vicenç de Paül



LIVING ON THE STREETS IMPLIES A
MULTIDIMENSIONAL TOLL, IN WHICH
LACK OF HEALTH AND ADDICTIONS ARE
YET ANOTHER PRICE TO PAY
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of varying length which some homeless peo-
ple associate with the uncertainty regarding
their immediate future after discharge.

In order to get a better idea of how home-
less people experience periods of convales-
cence, I think it is necessary to take into
account the multidimensional nature of
their reality.

Homeless people's situation is often
strongly conditioned by broken bonds and
ties in the affective, family, work and social
networks, due to social isolation, the break-
down of existing networks providing help,
the chronic nature of their situation, the
slowness and frailty of the progress they
make as well as the continuous relapses.

The accumulation of failures, the lack of
expectations for improvement, the progres-
sive personal deterioration and the loss of
vital motivation are permanently present in
those who have reached a more consolidat-
ed phase of homelessness.

Very often, homelessness is associated
with an addiction to psychoactive sub-
stances, mental disorders and/or impairment
derived from a deteriorated state of health
(chronic illnesses or severe impairments).
Taking into account the situation of home-
less people, processes are slow, progress is
very gradual, and relapses and regressions
are very frequent.

While some people very often turn to the
resources offered by networks providing
care, such as the health system, others nev-
er do so, and are completely against this kind
of network, social agents and hospital admis-
sions. The percentage of admissions to emer-
gency hospital services is very high com-
pared to the average for the rest of the
population, though their use of doctor's
surgeries or specialists is very low.

We normally relate consuming alcohol
and/or drugs or having mental health prob-
lems to living on the street, as though we were
talking of causes and consequences, in that
order, whereas, in fact, the reverse is often true.

The street implies a multidimensional
toll, where lack of health and addictions are
yet another price to pay in a complex, trans-

versal process of progressive deterioration
that ends up affecting almost half of all
homeless people. 

Becoming homeless thus becomes a clear
risk factor with regard to physical or men-
tal health, and when a serious illness aris-
es, it is often associated to other illnesses
that have become chronic. This results in an
average life expectancy of around fifty-sev-
en. This is why living on the street kills.

When that kind of life becomes perma-
nent, lack of health and vulnerability become
chronic and the dependence on psychoactive
substances (alcohol or drugs) can lead to or be
combined with an addiction to prescription
drugs and hospital emergency services.  

Healthcare provided to convalescing
homeless people is strongly conditioned by
the following factors, among others: 

• The period during which the person
has been homeless.

• The inexistence, in most homeless
cases, of a network of socio-family rela-
tions that can support them once they
are outside the centre.
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rience of the convalescence,although we
must be aware of the dangers of over-sim-
plifying very diverse realities.

Firstly, we must point out that the num-
ber of convalescing homeless women is much
lower than that of men. The need to look after
their children; the possibility of living with a
partner who can offer them a place to stay and
can look after them; prostitution as a resource
to earn money (without the need to resort to
other criminal means), and so on, may partly
account for there being less homeless women.
However, we see that women who arrive at the
homeless care network show greater physical
and mental deterioration than their male
counterparts.

Secondly, at our centres we notice a
somewhat contradictory behaviour in some
convalescing homeless men (less so in
women) with regard to the care they receive:
on the one hand, they are aware of their ill-
ness, and recognise the need to look after
themselves, and positively accept being
looked after; and on the other, they defy cer-
tain medical recommendations (they don't
follow advice with regard to food, smoking,
drinking, leaving the hospital without per-
mission...). A possible reason for this may be
the need to reaffirm their identity in a sit-
uation in which they feel powerless and
dependent with regard to social or health
institutions.

Lastly, at the Llar de Pau (centre for con-
valescing homeless women), we see that a
significant percentage of women take the
healthcare and convalescence seriously, pos-
itively value being able to overcome the
immediate past and are percentage of
women a better future for themselves. 

In any case, the convalescing experience
will greatly depend on the possibility of hav-
ing a place to stay and on access to support
during this period, as well as having alter-
natives to the streets (the non-place), once
the stay has finished.

• The period of their stay at facilities is
established, often exclusively, by the
evolution of their health (often wit-
hout taking into account the lack of
external support).

• The precarious cover of the lowest eco-
nomic provisions (non-contributive
pensions, minimum income...) that
limit negatively the possibilities of
achieving a certain independence
from the network of social services
once convalescence has ended.

Based on the experiences of the Limited
Stay Centre for convalescing homeless peo-
ple of the Obra Social Santa Lluïsa de Mar-
illac (men) and the Llar de Pau (women) -
both resources of the Companyia de les Filles
de la Caritat de Sant Vicenç de Paül-, we see
differences in genre with regard to the expe-

THE CONVALESCING EXPERIENCE WILL
GREATLY DEPEND ON THE POSSIBILITY OF

HAVING A PLACE TO STAY AND ON ACCESS TO
SUPPORT DURING THIS PERIOD
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Sergi Rodríguez

“Many people end up on the
street as a result of 
an undiagnosed health problem”

SALVADOR BUSQUETS, DIRECTOR OF THE FUNDACIÓ ARRELS

Entering the Fundació Arrels' open centre
means entering into a different reality. Inside,
a team of professionals and volunteers try to
help the homeless not only by providing their
most basic needs, but also in rebuilding bonds
that have been broken for years for a host of dif-
ferent reasons. With the welcome and support
they receive here, these faces with no apparent
identity, whose owners gradually reveal life sto-
ries, with names and surnames, who, thanks
to this helping hand, can once again feel they
mean something to someone in this world.

What is the relationship between poverty
and health?
Nowadays, being poor probably also means
being in poor health, both in body and in
mind. At our shelter, which started operat-
ing in late 2007, 68% of people have organic
health problems and 63% have mental ill-
nesses. They have not ended up in the streets
because of their social situation, but rather
because of an undiagnosed health problem
that has made them stop working. Psychia-
trists say that living on the street can cause
depressions, but not mental illness, which
must have been present in these patients
before they became homeless. The other
aspect of this question is the provision of care
to those who have ended up on the street for
a variety of reasons. It is a difficult issue due
to their loss of social skills, which can result
in the collapse of emergency services because
they can need many intensive care services
at the same time. In any case, the problem
lies in the diagnosis, due to broken families
or social bonds. One of the characteristics of

Salvador Busquets, director of the Fundació Arrels
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Salvador Busquets i Vila was born in Salvador de Bahia (Brazil) in 1959,
to Catalan parents working over there. An Economics Graduate, he
worked in private companies in marketing and as an IT analyst until
1995, when he received a proposal to coordinate the internal man-
agement of Fundació Arrels. “It was on a casual basis, and only for
one year”, he says, “but that was 14 years ago”. Previously, he
worked as a volunteer at Fundació Escó.
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completely different from mental illnesses.
Those who have mental illnesses have them
because they have always had them.

What would the background factors be?
Loneliness, despair...
Living on the street leaves its mark - people
never go back to being the way they werebe-
fore. One of the main effects (which is why we
talk of exclusion and not poverty) is that it eats
away at a person's sense of life. They end up
thinking that they were born to be alone,
because no-one cares about them; they are
aware that the need to make an effort to
escape from their situation, but even with this
they are unable to do so, which is why they
lose hope, cutting off communication with
the outside world... In fact, they would find it
very difficult to get out of their situation with-
out external help. It is not a process of ratio-
nalisation or maturing, it's simply about some-
one reaching out to them. Often if you go to
the street and try talking to a person they are
unable to understand your message; but if they
go to a shelter, and are given food and a roof
over their head, after 2 or 3 months they
understand perfectly. On the street, people get
poor food and sleep, they can't take care of
themselves, and that affects their ability to
understand. Everyone has experienced not
being able to do complicated things
when they have a small
baby and they are get-
ting little sleep. Some-
thing as essential as
this already improves
their perception of
the world; if, in addi-
tion to this, we also get
them to engage and

mental problems is that patients are
unaware of their illness. Before most of them
didn't go anywhere for treatment. This is why
there are now instances of teams of profes-
sionals -among them psychiatrists and nurs-
es- who go and find them in the streets. 

Does being on the street exacerbate under-
lying existing factors?
No. Data from the Spanish National Institute
of Statistics from 2006 show that more than
46% of people living on the streets have sig-
nificant drinking problems; some of them
drinking up to 6 cartons of wine per day. But
once they enter a shelter, 95% of them radi-
cally stop drinking. When we welcome them
into our shelter we immediately start work
with a detox clinic. It may be that at a given
moment, their answer to a problem may lead
them to relapse, but these are isolated cas-
es. In 2008 Fundació “la Caixa” published a
study which showed that what makes peo-
ple end up on the streets is not alcohol, but
rather broken family ties, the loss of work,
the onset of an illness (especially mental)
and becoming addicted to a substance. But
the drinking on the street leads many peo-
ple to think that these people are on the
street because they are alcoholics. A differ-
ent issue is mental health - the street does-
n't cause mental illness, rather intense suf-
fering that leads to depressions, which are

NOWADAYS BEING POOR
PROBABLY ALSO MEANS BEING IN

POOR HEALTH, BOTH IN BODY
AND IN MIND
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Fundació Arrels was established in 1987
in Barcelona, the result of the concern
of a series of people who believed it was
necessary to do something to change
the situation of the homeless, which
they saw as unfair. Soon they realised
that the task required continuity and
professionalism, leading them to create
a team of professionals. The founders
were convinced that only personalised
attention could guarantee a transfor-
mation of the living conditions of the
homeless. Nowadays, the institution
comprises 220 volunteers and 50 pro-
fessionals, who manage several services
as well as a communication office that
carries out awareness-raising activities.
In 2008 they dealt with 1,233 people,
458 via the street programme and 892
via the day centre, representing a sub-
stantial increase of 25% with regard to
the previous year. We should also point
out that 48 people participated in its
hospital programme, and 32 people par-
ticipated in its shelter programme,
receiving 647 and 364 visits respec-
tively, a key element in their support, as
most of them have no one to turn to.
The foundation's 16 apartments shel-
tered 39 people and trained 54 people
at the occupational workshop. It also
provided a bed for a night 40,104 times,
and provided 34,660 meals. Its shelter,
Llar Pere Barnés (33 places) welcomed
more than 60 homeless people. The per-
sonal relationship with the homeless
person starts with the first meeting and
ends with their death, which occurs on
average at the shockingly young age of
60.5. Fundació Arrels also prepares the
burial, and even distributes a leaflet
rending a small homage to the person
who was able to rebuild his bonds thanks
to the institution.

take their medication, their quality of life
improves substantially.

Is it about bringing the excluded to the
health services, or the other way round?
The task of mediation is essential. Aside
from some people who have not accepted
medical help because they needed prior
stimulus, we have had many positive expe-
riences with professionals and volunteers
who have accompanied them to the doctor

to ensure that they understood what was
going on, and who then subsequently mon-
itor their progress. This way doctors can also
work in a more relaxed manner, and they
find it gratifying to see the improvement in
such vulnerable people. The problem is that
if there is no one to accompany them, then
it becomes very difficult to engage with
them. The task of the mediator is also to
accompany these people to health institu-
tions, both to help them learn the route and
understand the procedure, and for the
health system to recognise this person and
their distinctive traits. Before all this, how-
ever, it is important for them to have all of
their basic needs covered: sleeping, eating,
and so on. Otherwise, when they are dis-
charged from hospital, their poverty pre-
vents them from finishing the treatment.

What is more important: offering treat-
ment services or preventative services?
Before any of that, it is necessary to change
people's behaviour. It is not much use to learn
about the right habits if people are on the
street and cannot keep these up. But, on the
other hand, it is evident that they must solve
the specific problem they have, because oth-
erwise their health may well deteriorate. We
should provide more resources for these peo-
ple to have their most basic needs covered,
such as sleeping and eating, and then link
them up to a network. One option is social
health centres, i.e., places that require no med-
ical protocol to be admitted, but which nev-
ertheless see to their health.
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Access to health is a person's fundamental right. Being able

to live their life in healthy conditions is also a fundamental

right. In order to achieve this, the opinions of health

professional need to be taken into account when taking

town planning, structural or health decisions, as well as

when starting up social health facilities that provide support

to patients once they have been medically discharged
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| Francesc Garriga Barata

Like an inexperienced robber I steal yesterdays

from myself.

today my bag of memories

is losing syllables

through the old seam unstitched by time.

I tear up words

and spurn letters

with chance script.

What to say that seems new?

how to give more life to common

words?

Who has hidden in secret

unexpected places the verbs to save me?



Djeema-el-Fnaa
| Josep M. Ferreiro





All the magic of the city of Marrakech converges in Dje-
maa-el-Fna square. Early in the morning it is almost
deserted. While the mint-laden carts, the fruit sellers
with bulging sacks full of produce and the doctors with
their medicinal herbs and ostrich eggs start filling the
corners of the old town, the water sellers, story tellers,
henna tattoo artists and cart drivers await the visitors.
Vitality increases with every hour that passes, the tem-
perature of business rises, and by afternoon the
crowds cover every inch of the square, vigorously
bustling and participating in a lavish open air banquet
- 'Will you be wanting a quarter, half or a whole lamb's
head?', under the all-seeing gaze of the minaret of Ku-
tubia mosque.
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The eyes of many blind 
are watching

With the writing, in 1956, of the 

first version of this poem (which,

years later would be used as the

opening poem for Per al llibre de

salms d'aquests cecs), Salvador

Espriu confirmed he firmly belonged

within a select international club 

of poets, proud to have among its

members names such as W. H.

Auden, Gottfried Benn, William Car-

los Williams, Walter de la Mare,

John Berryman, Anne Sexton and

Wislawa Szymborska. This associa-

tion has no fees, no written rules or

regular meetings -the only require-

ment for admission to its spiritual

and artistic brotherhood is a proven

devotion to the extraordinary work

of the 16th-century painter Pieter

Brueghel. Contemporary poets have

frequently been tempted to put the

striking, terrible objectivity of the

Flemish painter's works into verse

and comparing their results -which

with the above-mentioned poets 

go from meditative reflection to

ekphrasis, from satirical appropria-

tion to erudite comment- is an

| Pere Ballart

enlightening exercise, which sheds

light both on the possible relation-

ship between poetry and painting

and on the evidence with which 

this dialogue, like a testing agent,

reveals the different nature of the

respective literary styles.

Espriu also wishes to measure

the distance between pigments and

words, but the target of his atten-

tion is not the paintings that have

so often been the stimulus for lyri-

cal inspiration: it is not Landscape

with the Fall of Icarus or The Har-

vesters that acts as the aesthetic

reference to seduce our poet, but

rather a canvas that depicts, as is

often the case in Brueghel's work,

a biblical, more specifically evangel-

ical, episode: The Parable of the

Blind Leading the Blind. In describ-

ing the character of Pharisees,

Jesus provides a graphic compari-

son which appears in Matthew

(15:14) as: “Leave them, they are

blind guides, and if the blind lead

the blind, both shall fall into a ditch”.

The Flemish artist translates the

parable into an image, with his char-

acteristically shocking realism. The

painting is so moving that one of its

most sensitive viewers, Elias Canet-

ti, confesses in a page of The Torch

in my Ear that seeing it next to The

Triumph of Death convinced him

that it is necessary to think of

human destiny in collective terms.

His is also the best description of

the contents on the canvas (“these

blind who walk in a bent line, linked

by sticks or holding on to each oth-

er's shoulders”), and the observa-

tion that the further back in the line

we go in this line of six blind men -

the more we distance ourselves

from the guide, who has already fall-

en, and from his immediate follow-

er, who is about to do so-, the more

faith we still see in the upwardly

gazing faces of this unsettling

scene. To make the picture even

more horrific, the painter has sur-

rounded the men with a scene of

total tranquillity -a little church and

some farmhouses under a grey but

calm sky.

Neither the topic nor the sense

was new in Espriu's work. He had

already paid Brueghel an explicit

homage in El caminant i el mur, and

the blind from the parable are not

only there, but as Rosa María Delor

has admirably shown, they can be

CONTEMPORARY POETS HAVE FREQUENTLY BEEN
TEMPTED TO PUT THE STRIKING, TERRIBLE

OBJECTIVITY OF THE FLEMISH PAINTER'S WORKS
INTO VERSE
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followed throughout Espriu’s poet-

ry of that time, from Les cançons

d'Ariadna, through Mrs. Death, to

Llibre de Sinera. But it is undoubt-

edly the haiku form that gives the

forty pieces contained in Per al lli-

bre de salms d'aquests vells cecs

the chance to approach the theme

with stark nakedness. To start with,

because in this first poem he dis-

solves the nexus between the two

sentences and makes the union

rather problematic. The first is for-

mulated as though a difficult paral-

ogism were natural: who could guide

a group of blind men if not a man

who is completely blind? In the ini-

tial version of the poem- which

Espriu devoted to an issue of Anales

de la cultura igualadina which was

censored and finally saw the light in

the Bages magazine-,the ironic bias

of the argument was even more evi-

dent: «You guide us, / because you

are blinder.» The personalisation

was also evidently more immediate:

we knew from the first word that the

person talking to us is one of the

blind who is following. In the final

version, instead, it is later that we

discover this identity and like this

fact, it contradicts the reaction

caused by the certainty of the pre-

vious sentence. He who is talking

knows that everyone accompanying

him is as blind as he is. What can we

see in these white, smooth orbs

(“orphans of light”, as Maragall

would say) seeking the warmth of

the sun? Is it the gaze of Oedipus,

the gaze of Tiresias, or as Jordi

Cerdà suggests in his notes to the

poem, the gaze of the blind Baude-

laire writes about in his sonnet, look-

ing up to the moon, their eyes “lev-

és au ciel”? As the following haiku

in the collection says, the eyes are

the “blancs vestits de la nostra /

desesperança” (the white dresses

of our despair).

I

The one who guides us
is blindest. Toward the sun
we lift our pupils.

II

Permanent, so smooth
the pale white garments of our
utter hopelessness.

III

A pack of dogs bark
all around me.  They can scent
a most likely prey.

IV

We touch opposing
>walls of light, showery skies,
>the skin of darkness.

I'd like to think that Espriu manages

in these poems to present in its purest

and most essential form a conscience

that he had already unveiled in a much

earlier text. One of the stories in

Aspectes (1934), “Tarda a muntanya”,

talks of an excursion to Montseny made

by the narrator and a friend, showing

us the risk of “dangerously losing a

sense of reality, dominated by an

almost mystical daydream”; the anti-

climax pointed to the situation of our

blindman men, because they end up in

a ditch, just like in the parable:  “We

awoke having fallen into a ditch. We

had drifted off the route without real-

ising. The darkness was dense. [...]

Falling, getting up on our feet, the con-

templative gaze having violently van-

ished [...] we continued our difficult

return.” Irony has often been defined

as the spectacle of blindness: someone

with superior knowledge watches how

the blind, i.e. the ignorant, walks toward

his misery. Espriu's poem, however,

doubles the irony and turns it against

everyone: it is a blind person who

makes us realise that we, who thought

that our sight was good, are behind

them in the same line. 

Thanks to the intricacies of art,

the course followed by the parable

is magnificent: what was an abstract

analogy in the evangelist, is a very

real scene for Brueghel, vividly real-

istic. By revisiting the image, Espriu

aims for the symbolism. He was not

the first to do so, as we said earli-

er. We find the line of blind men,

with its moral sense, in Blindness

by Portuguese author Saramago;

we find it, with a metaphysical

sense, in the theatre of Buero, and

also -in a context which, though fan-

tastic, is no less terrifying- in John

Wyndham's best dystopia: the most

memorable pages of The Day of Trif-

fids are those in which the people

who have not lost their sight are

hunted, in Trafalgar Square, by

groups of Londoners desperate to

find someone to guide them. It is no

mean feat for Espriu to have

achieved all of this with much more

austere means; looking at the mas-

terpiece described by Williams as a

“horrible but superb painting”, the

poet answers “the questions of our

fear” and talks of morals, horror and

our transcendental condition, con-

densing it all in the seventeen suf-

ficient and inexhaustible syllables

of a haiku.

ESPRIU ANSWERS “THE QUESTIONS OF OUR FEAR”
AND TALKS OF MORALS, HORROR AND OUR
TRANSCENDENTAL CONDITION
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